
Shoken Boys released their hypnotic Indie Dream Pop 
debut album “SHOKEN BOYS” on March 15th, 2020. The 6-
track aural time machine invites the listener on a 
transcendent trip with tonal warmth as the perfect guide 
through the unforgettable soundscapes.  

The self-titled release bleeds colourfully kaleidoscopic 
nostalgia as musical timelines intertwine through influences 
of 60s Psych Pop, 80s New Wave, and 90s Indie.  

“Indie Rock rarely comes with such psychedelic 
atmospheric catharsis.” Amelia Vandergast, ANR Factory 

With each track unfurling as a melodic minefield, the Tel-
Aviv based four-piece are well-equipped to make your soul feel lighter as you listen to 
the dreamily accordant instrumentals seamlessly weave through their progressions. 
Combined with the punchy adrenalized vocals, each was orchestrated to exude Alt Indie 
earworm potential.  

Shoken Boys formed in 2019 with David Blau (vocals and guitar), Yaniv Brenner (guitar), 
Amir Reich (drums) and Amit David (bass). The collaborative chemistry between them 
quickly brought into fruition their first single Call Me which was independently released in 
the summer of 2019.  

The standout single from SHOKEN BOYS “They Won’t Ask Why” which was released in 
November 2019 is the ultimate testament to the virtuosity of Shoken Boys. The nuanced 
intricacies of the guitar solos will remind you why you fell in love with Jangle Pop in the 
first place.  

Their previous releases have amassed critical acclaim in Israel. But with their discernibly 
international signature sound, they’re set to take their debut album across international 
waters as they plan to tour Europe in 2020.  

SHOKEN BOYS will undoubtedly appeal to fans of Mercury Rev, King Gizzard and the Lizard 
Wizard, The Flaming Lips, The Beatles, The Smiths, Stone Roses, Echo and the Bunnymen, 
Slowdive, Beach House, Yo La Tengo, and Ride  

SHOKEN BOYS will be available to stream on all platforms from March 15th, 2020. 
 
Artist links: SoundCloud, YouTube, Facebook, Instagram 

https://soundcloud.com/shokenboys/sets/shoken-boys/s-yEfgx
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCuLVxPh3Q8pmX5xji1wCgtw
https://www.facebook.com/shokenboys/?modal=admin_todo_tour
https://www.instagram.com/shokenboys/

